
Benvenuti's started as a small family bakery in
Carnegie, PA and expanded to dough making in

1981 with K.B. Pizza Inc. Our pizza dough
comes from a long history of doing things the
right way. The traditions of dough making and

baking were passed down through three
generations, starting with Angelo Benvenuti in

Italy. Our sauce is made in-house, and our
special 3-cheese blend of mozzarella,
provolone, and white cheddar is made

specifically for our pizzas. 
You won’t find these flavors anywhere else!

Unlike most pizza crusts, K.B. Pizza’s par-baked
crusts are handcrafted. Our lengthy aging

process ensures a consistent taste and texture,
and the bottom of our crusts are uniquely
marked with crevices for authentic crispy

texture when baked. We pride ourselves in
making the freshest dough, every day. 

Our families love it, 
and we're sure yours will too! 

Visit our website for a list of suggested recipes
 for you and your family to try at home. If you
make a new family favorite pizza, send us the

recipe, and you could be featured on our
website and fundraising kit next season!
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Remove all ingredients from
shipping container and place
in refrigerator. Allow crust to
thaw in refrigerator then
place onto cardboard pizza
circle (provided) or flat
surface with the textured
side face down. Brush crust
with olive oil. 

 

Spread sauce packet
evenly over crust (half for
Bambino pizzas) and add
your desired amount of
cheese. Finally, finish it off
with your favorite
toppings!

Pre-heat oven to 450 degrees
and place pizza directly onto
oven rack. Bake 5-8 minutes
or until cheese is browned
and edges of crust are golden
brown. Let sit 1-2 minutes,
then cut and enjoy your fresh
pizza!

 

Important Notes
Unopened ingredients will stay fresh for up to 30 days in
refrigerator and 6 months in freezer. Always keep crusts
in a sealed in a zip-lock bag to prevent moisture loss and
try to use ingredients within one week.

If a pan is used, add an additional 1-2 mintues. 
For convection ovens bake 4-7 minutes.
For toaster ovens bake 4-6 minutes
Bambino pizzas take 1-2 minutes less to bake on
average.
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Every kid’s favorite: our
build your own cheese
pizza kit! Enjoy a personal
serving of our famous
cheese pizza, decorated
your way. Our Bambino
Cheese Pizza Kits includes
five par-baked 5” crusts,
5oz. of our favorite red
sauce, and 5oz. of our 3-
cheese blend. Guaranteed
to make your child (and
their four favorite friends)
dream of cheese!

A family favorite for grandparents
to children alike. We mix garlic and
other Italian seasonings into our
famous pizza dough and slice it into
5 generous sized breadsticks. Bake
them plain, customize them by 

Our kids’ favorite with a
twist: pepperoni! Enjoy your
own personal sized pizza on
fresh baked dough topped
to perfection with cheese,
red sauce, and pepperoni
(and anything else you’d
love!) Each kit includes five
par-baked 5” pizza crusts,
5oz. of our favorite red
sauce, 5oz. of our 3-cheese
blend, and 1oz. of
pepperoni. Keep the whole
family happy and order
more than one kit; we
promise you’ll be stealing
bites all night!

Our classic, most popular
pizza! Our cheese pizza kit
comes with two 5oz.
packets of in-house sauce,
two 5 oz. packets of our
famous 3-cheese blend, and
two par-baked 12”
traditional pizza crusts.  Top
it however you choose with
any fresh or frozen
ingredients in your house,
or leave it cheesy for a
dinner that brings a smile to
everyone at the table.

Our classic with a twist!
Our pepperoni pizza kit
comes with two 5oz.
packets of in-house sauce,
two 5oz. packets of our
famous 3-cheese blend,
two par-baked 12”
traditional pizza crusts, and
two 1oz. packages of our
pepperoni, packed for
freshness. Add bacon,
sausage, and cut up some
meatballs for the ultimate
meat lovers pizza!

Time-tested and true, and crispy
too. This two pack of our very best
thin crust cheese pizzas comes with
two 5oz. packets of in-house sauce,
two 5oz. packets of our famous 3-
cheese blend, and two par-baked
12” thin pizza crusts. Top it
however you choose with any fresh
or frozen ingredients in your house!

Crispy and thin, what more could you
want? Pepperoni, of course! Our
famous two pack thin crust pepperoni
pizza kit includes two of our 5oz.
packets of in-house sauce, two 5oz.
packets of our famous 3-cheese blend,
two par-baked 12” thin pizza crusts,
and two 1oz. packages of our
pepperoni, packed for freshness.

Pepperoni Bambino Kit - 5 Pack

Seasoned Breadsticks - 2 Pack

Cheese Bambino Kit - 5 Pack Traditional Cheese Kit - 2 Pack Thin & Crispy Cheese Kit - 2 Pack

Traditional Pepperoni Kit - 2 Pack

Thin & Crispy Pepperoni Kit - 2 Pack

$11.50 (00959)

$13.00 (00960)

$16.00

(00958)

$16.00 (00955)

$19.00 (00956)

$19.00

(00957)

$14.00 (00970)

 
adding cheese or more Italian seasonings, and dip them
into our favorite red sauce for an extra bite. Breadstick
kits include two clusters of our 5 breadstick bundles,
two 5oz. packets of our in-house red sauce, and 5oz. of
our 3-cheese blend to top with.


